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SECRET COMI.ÍISSIONS

G.E-

BTTZGER.ãI,D QC

Feez Ruthning
Brisbane

Solicitors,

There is an engaging simplicity in the title
"Secret
Commissions". Perhaps, at loné last, a legal topic has been
discovered which is relatively discrete and narrow; a suitable
subject for a short paper late on a Friday afternoon at the
conclusion of a testing conference.
CIVIL LTÀBILITY
General

The detailed rules which have been and continue to be developed
concerning civil liability for the payment and receipt of secret
commissions are substantially derived from general principles
which, for present purposes, may be summarised in the following
broad and considerably oversimplified maru:er:
I

(i)

a fíduciary who takes or uses trust property without
authorisation is liable for the property and any other
property acguired with it and any resultant profits;

(ii)

a fiduciary is liable for any unauthorised benefit
obtained in circumstances of possible conflict between his
duLy and personal interest; and

(iii)

a fiduciary is liable for any unauthorised benefit
obtained from his position.

A similarly broad description of a secret comrnission is an
undisclosed benefit received from another by a person in public
office or in a fiduciary relationship in cÍrcumstances in which
the benefit could influence the recipient to favour or assist the
donor in the course of the recipient's performance of the office
or relationship. For this purpose, "fiduciary" is used "in a
very loose, or at a1l events, a very conprehensÍve sense ...",2
and generally includes any person who has undertaken to act for
another either in some general capacity or for a specífic
purpose.

ObviousLy, considerably more
example:

detail

emerges

fron the

cases.

For
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Evidence as to motÍve Ís inadmissible, and there is an
irrefutable presumption that the recipient was influenced by
the benefit. J

It is im¡naterial that the transaction caused no loss, or
that the benef it could n'ot have been obtained by the
recipient's princiPal.
. The benefit must accrue to the recipient in the course of or
by reason of his office his relationship with his principal.
A benefit given to a former fiducíary or public official for
assistance previously rendered to the donor is not a secret
commission unless it was arranged during the former period.4
the other hand, a recent, decision of Brownie J in the Supreme
Court of NSW in the dispute between Harry M. Miller and Graham
xennedy5 demonstrates a practical approach to such tenporal
distinctions.
The judge found that Miller told Kennedy that he would donate his
companyrs agency fee to charity in order to induce Kennedy to
contract his services to TCN Channel 9 Pty Ltd, but did not
disclose his justified expectation (without prior arrangenents)
that the channel would reimburse the lost fees to his company, as
was subseguently arranged while its agency with Kennedy
continued. It was held that Kennedy was entitled to terminate
his agency agreement with MilLerrs company and recover the
On

it

amounts which

had received.

classic instance of a secret co¡nmission is a commission on a
transaction between the donor and the recipient's príncipal as
illustrated by the nuch-debated case of Lister v Stubbs,o but
various benefits other than a payment of noney have been held to
be secret commissions; for exampie, a release from liability,T a
of property at an undervalue.9
gift of ptop"rty,S-;;â
"-¿i"po"ãl
have been held to have been given in
Further, secret commissíons
various transactions and círcumstances; for example, a payment of
a bet,10 a fee paid to an agent for an introductionrrr and a
payment for services rendered to the donor by the recipient in a

The

transaction in the course of the recipient's

relationship.

1

fiduciary

2

As the description suggests, secret commissions are concerned
wíth undisclosed payments, and a number of propositions emerge
from the cases, including the following:
. It is not enough for a recipient to show that his príncipal
had an opportunity !^o find out that the recipient vtas to
receive the benefit. rr

It is of no avail for the recipient or donor to say that he
had been assured by the other that adequate disclosure of
the benefit had been made to the principal, if in fact no
proper disclosure had been made.14
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The disclosure must be such as to fairly bring home to the
principal a proper appreciation of the facts surrounding the
benefit so as to provide an effective opportunÍty for

election.

1

5

The principal must agree, expressly or implíedly, to the

benefit. lþ

The recipient of a secret com¡nissíon is not entitled to be
rewarded by his princípal in relation to the subject
transaction,lT but remains entitled to remuneration for other,
untaínted transactions. 1 8

principal, or in the case of a secret comrnission paid to a
public official the Crownl9 or appropriate public authority, is
entitled to recover the secret commissj.on from the recipient,
irrespective or whether the transaction in relation to which the
commission was paid is ter¡nínated or affirmed, and recovery of
the secret commission does not evince an election to affirm the
The

transaction.20

Personal

of Proprietar'¡r

Renedies

According to Lister v Stubbs, generally speaking the recipient
does not hold a secret cornmission paid in money as a trustee for
his principal who cannot claim the specifíc money paÍd or any
property purchased with it or resultant profit, but can only sue
for the amount of the secret commission as money had and
received,2l subject to--the ordinary time limit imposed by the
statute of linitatÍons22 or for an eguitable debt where there is

a true (eguitable) fiduciary relationship between the principal
and the recipient of the secret corunission. Even a trustee who
receives a secret commission in money is not obliged to disgorge
any resultant profÍt, 11d the beneficiary has only personal, not
proprietary, remedies.zJ According to Lindley LJ in Lister v
Stubbs (p 15), to hold otherwise would be to confound ownership
with obligations.
to
Hos¡ever, there have been dicta which may be difficult
reconcile with Lister v Stubbs, for example, in Gtant v GoJd
ExpToration and DeveTopnent Systens LtæA per Collins LJ at p 251
and nore recently in 1988 ín Logisctose Ltd v Southwel-I United
FootbalT CJub Ltd25 it 1900 per Millet J at p 1261.
The essential focus of the debate is extremely narrow. The
supporters of the decision Ln Lister v Strsbbs, such as Hanbury
and Maudsley "Modern Equity" (12th ed) p 334, and Professor P.
Birks "Àn Introduction to the Law of Restitution", contend that a
principal ordinarily has no proprietary interest in noney paid in
the cÍrcumstances of a secret commission, and that, without such
an interest, there is no entítlement to resultant profits and
that only personal, not proprÍetary, remedies are available.
critics of this view include Goff and Jones "The Law of
Restitution" (13th ed) p 78, Shepherd "The Lalr of FiducÍaries"
(1981) p 268, and Finn "Fiduciary obligations" (1987) p 214. rn
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it is asserted against Listet v Stubbs by Goff and Jones
that an eguitable interest in money paid to a recipient as a
secret commission should be conceded to his principal whenever
case. Some commentators
that is reguired by the justice of thet'Eguity
(eg. Meagher, Gu¡nmow and Lehane - Doctrines and
Remedies" (2nd ed) para 545), seem to seek an intermediate
position, and emphasise that, Listet v Stubbs concerned an
application for interlocutory relief and, in the judgment of
Cotton LJ at p 12, reference was made to the circumstances that
no judgment had been given in the action in connection with the
conclusion that the money held by the recipient of the secret
commission was not the property of hÍs principal.
essence,

is not fu11y settled. Ín ConsuL DeveTopnent
Estates pty zt&6 two menbers of the New South
fÍales Court of Àppeal expressed the view that .tisÈer v Stubbs is
anomalous and not to be extended beyond its own facts.
The Àustralian law

Pty Ltd v

DPC

Lister v Stubbs did not fall for discussion by
the High Court in the further appe?l to the High Court,27 but in
DaTy v The Sydney Stock Exchange¿Þ three nembers of the High
Court expressly endorsed the application of Lister v Stubbs to
The correctness of.

the particular factual sítuation which then fell for
consideration. However, in the intervening period, in Chan v
Zacharia29 at p 1gg, Deane J in hís leading judgment stated
uneguivocally that a fiduciary who obtains a benefit in
circumstances of possible conflict of duty and interest or fron
his fiduciary position holds that benefit as a constructive
trustee. Lìster v Stubbs was not referred to.
generally, Deane J, with the support of Mason CJ, has been
at the forefront of the High Court's development of a more
flexible doctrine with respect to the inposition of constructive
trusts. The current view is that the constructive trust serves
as a remedy which eguity imposes regardless of actual or presumed
agreement or intention "to preclude the retention or assertíon of
beneficial ownership of property to the extent that such
retentíon or assertion would be contrary to eguitabte principle".
While the notion that a constructive trust will be imposed in
accordance with idiosyncratic views of what is just and fair is
rejected, it is acknowledged that general notions of fairness and
justiee are relevant to the traditional concept of unconscionable
conduct, which underlies fundamental equitable doctrines,
including the constructive trust.30

More

Given the subttety and almost paradoxical sophisticatÍon of that
approach, it would be rash for a humble com¡nentator to suggest
more than that the full rigour of Lister v Stubbs seems unlikely

to continue unabated, and that the future is lÍkely to see
príncípals increasingly permitted to pursue proprietary remedies
and resultant profits against the recipients of secret
commissions.
Such an approaeh is consÍstent with the view that where a secret
com¡nission is not noney but other property, the princípal "...

Secret Com¡nissions

has the option of claiming what is given, or its Lzalue,
highest value while held by the Irec-ipientl ".'''31
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ie., the

Further, even where the secret comrnission takes the form of
money, if it is obtained by the recipient out of his principal's
fundi, for example if ít is deducted with the assent of the donor
from monies otherwise payable by the recipient's principal to the
donor, Lister v Stubbs (Cotton LJ at p 13) accepts that, in
equity, the money is regarded as-stilt belonging to the principal
so that it and any property purchased with it or resultant profit
can be claimed by the PrinciPal.

Damages

The principal of the recipient of a secret commission may also
recover as damages any loss which the princípal has sustained by

entering ínto the transaction with the donor.

Although the principal must prove any additional loss claimed,
there is a presumption that any price paid by a príncipal in such
circumstances incorporates a premium of at least the amount of
the secret commission, and that amount is recoverable without any
proof of damage.32 Logically perhaps, a similar presumption
should be made that any price paid to a principal has been
reduced by at least the amount of the secret comnission.

In 8e-l-l v Lever Brothers33 the view was expressed that "double
recovery" is permissible; that is to sâY, that a Principal can
recover the amount of the secret commission additionally to the
fuII loss sustained.
However, in Mahesian v MaTaysian Govetnment Offìcers Co-opetative
Housing Society Ltd34 Èhe Privy Council held that the principal's
remedies for recovery and darnageS are alternative' not

cumulative, and that the principal nust elect, at the tine of
judgment, to take either the amount of the secret commission or
àa*ages for loss suffered. Obviously, danages would ordínarily
be chosen if the amount recoverable as damages exceeded the
secret comrnission, but if Èhe proven loss was less than the
secret commission that amount would nornally be accepted.
Whether or not there is a windfall to the recipient's principal
in such circumstances (albeit in a lesser sum than would have
flowed from double recovery) depends upon what attitude is
adopted to the effect (if any) of the payment of the secret
commission upon the price paid by or to the Principal in the
transaction.

In Logiscrose v Southend United,35 att issue arose as to whether,
incidentatly to rescission of the transaction in relation to
which a secret commission etas paid and the restoration of the
parties to their original positions, a principal was obliged to
iepay to the donor the amount of a secret commission which it had
already recovered from the recipient. The donor contended that
the principal was obliged to treat the secret com¡nission as a
part of the purchase price whích had initially been diverted to
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the recipient but subseguently recej.ved by the principal

and

which v¡as repayable on rescission.

ít was held that the principal was entitled, but not
to
treat the secret corunission as part of the purchase
obliged,
price and rescission was ordered without repayment of that amount
to the donor. No attempt was made to relate the amount retained
to any loss sustained by the principal, which plainly enough was
held entitled ín the circumstances to a windfall-.
However,

Renedies against Donor

It is apparent from what has been said that a principal is
entitled to rescind a transaction ín relation to which a secret
commission has been paíd, and, according to Logiscrose, is
entitled to avoid a transaction ín futuro if rescission is
impossible.

príncipal also has other remedies against the donor of a secret
comnission on the usual principles applicable to third party
involvement in breaches by fiduciaries, including a right to
damages for loss sustained by the principal, for which the donor
and the recípient of the secret commission are jointly and
A

severally liable.

Broadly stated, the general principle is that a thírd party is
liable for knowÍngly participating in a breach by a fiduciary.
Tt is sufficient that the donor becones aware of the fiduciary
relationship between the recipient of a secret commission and his
principal in the course of the subject dea1ings.36
The nature and extent of the knowledge reguired rnay vary
according to whether or not there is a true (eguitable) fiduciary
relationship between the principal and tlg fiduciary; if there
is, constructive notice nay be sufficient.r'

Judicial intellects continue to be titillated by constructive
notice, which has not been substantívely consid!¡red by the High
Court in the fifteen years sínce DPC Estatesr3S although nany
other courts have had their say. Broadly, wilfully igrnoring the
obvious or knowing circunstances which would indicate the facts
to an honest and reasonable person (or put him/her on inguiry) is
sufficient, although there are further questions such as whether
knowledge of the impropriety as well as the facts is needed and
whether there are different tests in different circumstances, eg.
depending on whether or not the third party actually had the
trust property.39
Com¡non practice notwithstanding, it is plain enough that there
are many pitfalls in this branch of the law.
traps can be increased and expanded by steps taken for
other purposes, for example, the establishment of separate
business entíties to earry on particular functions, and are
probably often inadeguately countered by standard disclosure
Those
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claims such as those used by some ínvestnent advisers

and

insurance agents and others who desire remuneration from those to
whom they refer their principal's business.

Professional groups and fínanciat institutions are amongst those
who are vulnerable. For example, banks sinply cannot provide
personal benefits such as reduced interest rates to public
officials or to fiduciaries such as solicitors, real estate
agents, liquidators, etc., to encourage them to use the
institution,s services and facilit,ies in the course of theír
duties on behalf of their principal-

Particular sigmificance Ís accorded to these matters by the
consideration that civil liability is not all that is at stake.
G.II.TINAL LIÀAILITY
Conmon Law

common law, secret com¡nissions have - -long involved criminal
fences by both donor and recipient,40 but only r.¡here the
recipient is acting in an official capacity or the benefit is

At
of

given in anticipation of an appointnent to an officía1

position.4l

Apart from the monarch, and perh.aps a representative such as the
Governor-General or a Governor,4z there is no official so high
that a bribe does not involve criminal liability' and proceedings
have been brought against a Lord Chancellor, A Chíef Justice and
a First l,ord of the Treasury.

ror this purpose, a publíc official ís anyone who .perfotT" -.1å
duty in the discharge of which the public is interested,a
whether or not the official is entitled to be remunerated for his
work.44

It is of no consequence tþgt the recipient does not hold the
official position claimed,45 or presumably that an appointment
was invalidly made.
rt is not necessary that the of.ficíal position is full-time or
permanent and it is an offence to bribe electors or jurors (the
offence of embracery) .46
As usual, superficially sinple notions contain difficulties under
the surface.
For example, at what point does a benefit given to a public
official cease to be a social courtesy or lawful favour and
become

a bribe?

In days gone by, "meat or d:ink" of snall value seems to have
been considered acceptable.4/ More recently, gifts of boxes of
matches carrying an exhortation to vote for a candidate in an
election r¡ere held not to be an offence because the value was too
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to influence the recipient.4S On the other hand, sexual
favours are realistically considered valuable enough to be a
fitting subject for a bribe,49 and an attenpt to justify gifts of
substantial sums of money as Christmas Presents has been rejected
with the judiciat comment that ít "would be unfortunate if
seasonal goodwill vrere to be regarded as a legitinate cloak for
the giviné of bribes".50
The conceptual problen is obvious, sínce once the críminal law
admits to blurred distinctions Ít becomes potentially oppressive
as well as vulnerable to exploítation. Queensland courts are
currently observing a somewhat analogous debate in the course of
charges concerning alleged misuse of public funds whích relate in
some instances to occasions involving hospitality, entertainment,
travel, etc., and revolve around disputed boundaries between
publíc and private actívities.
The nature and value of a benefit alleged to constitute a bribe
is plainly enough associated with the reguirement that there be a
criminal intent or, as it is often described' a corrupt purpose.
smal1

Essentially, this appears to involve an intention that the
recipiênt of the benefit be ínfluenced ín the performance of hís
duty, irrespective of whether ,or not the underlying motive is
selfish or for the public aood.51
Not surprisingly, protestations by the recipient of a bribe that
he proposed to ignore the donor, s wishes attract 1ittle
sympathy. 52

Ho$¡ever, there is scope for complication in the possibility
donor and recipient nay have different intentions.

that

Basically, the donor or the recipient is gruilty if his purpose is
corrupt without proof of the other,s intention. That seems
obvious enough with respect to the gruilt of would-be donors
involved ín unsuccessful attempts at bribery, and has also been
held in relation to persons who have sought bribes rrnsuccessfully
or who have been paiä as part of an entrapment process.s3
nay involve other conmon law offences rather
than bribery: for example, it may not be bribery but fraud to
accept money for a licence if the donor belie-ves that the payment
is a fee which must be paid to public fundsr5 and there is also
a quite wide com¡non law offence, "misconduct in a public office",
which occurs where there is a breach of trust, fraud or
imposition by an official is a matter concerning the public.þþ
Some circumstances

Statute

The common law has been replaced by legislative codes in
Queensland, Western Australia, Tasmania and the Northern
Territory, and it has been modified and supplemented by statutory
provisions in Nest South Wa]es, Victoria and South Australia. For
example, New South Wales passed amendments to Íts Ctines Act ín
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1987 and the Independent Connission Against Corcuption Act in
1988. The Commonwealth has also legísLated guite extensively.
For example ss 73 and 734 of the Corunonwealth Ctines åcË rnake it
an offence for a benefit of any kind to be given to or sought by
a Comnonwealth officer or a member of the Federal Parlianent to
influence or affect the perfolmance of his duty or authority.

AlI who are stÍll awake will be pleased to hear that it Ís guite
inpractical to try to analyse, summarise and explain the various
statutes on this occasion. A few random comments will have to
suffice.

Generally, the legislation is expansively cast, and involves wide
concepts of who is a public official, what is a benefit etc.

of considerable sigmificance is that the
common law has been extended by statute to províde crimínal
sanctions for the bribery of fiduciaries as well as public
officials.
Financial ínstitutions which provide benefits to public officials
or fiduciaries to encourage them to use the institutions'
services and facilities in the course of their duties face
considerable risks, and so do the officers and employees who
authorise or participate in such activities.
One general matter

it may seem to some whose competitive and
acquisitive instincts are impeded, an increasingly open and
egalitarian society is demanding more public and corporate
¡norality and accountability, and the criminal law is likely to be
used more extensively to impose the reguired standards.
The Commonvtealth legislation is the Secret Connissions Act 1905,
which by s 2, applies to transactions with the Commonwealth or
any Commonwealth department, agency or officer, and in relation
to trade and co¡nmerce with other countries and among the States,
and, by s 7 of the seaÈ of Governnent (Adninistration) Act 19'10,
also applies to trade and commerce in and with the Àustralian
Capital Territory.
HovJever unreasonable

Queensland (Crinìnal Code, s 44281, New South Wales (Secret
Conmission Prohìbition Act, 1919), Victoria (Crines Act, 1978' s
176), South Àustralia (secret connissions Ptohibition Act, 1919),
and $lestern Australia (CrininaL Code, s 530) all have provisions
derived from the English Corcupt Practices Prevention Act, 1854
(which was replaced by the Preyention of Corruption Act, 1906),
and which are, for present purposes, materially identical.

With one exception which is noted below, s 266 of. the
CrininaT Code ís siniLar.

Tasmanian

The Comnonwealth Secret Connissions Act was prevíously also
applicable in the Northern Territory by s I of the Notthern
Territory Adninistration Act, 1910, but the relevant provision is
novr s 236 ot the Territory's Ctininal Code Act, 1983.
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Throughout the legislation, most of the provisions are so widely
expressed as to leave little room to manoeuvre, except perhaps in
relation to the states of mÍnd of those involved.

Under the Com¡nonwealth Act, no offence is corunitted if the
principal had ful1 knowledge of all ¡naterial facts and
circumstances and consented, whereas elsewhere (eg. Victoria,
sub-s 86(2)), there is no exPress requirement that the principal
did not know of and consent to the benefit, although once that is
established the burden shifts to the accused to prove that no
offence was commítted.

it is not clearly sPelt out, there would
be no intention to influence a fiduciary
inappropriately if the principal knew of and consented to the
benefit, and such a view is generally supported by the purpose
and history of the legislation.
Presumably, although

ordinarily

So far as concerns the accused's state of mind, there is a
presumption, which may be displaced by the words or the subject

natter of a statute, that "mens rea, an evil intention or a
knowledge of the wrongfulne_s-s of the act, is an essential
ingredient in every offence".5b
is ¡nade to the accused's state of mind in
the Commonwealth legislation, but ít is províded that it is not a
defence that a benefit given conformed with the custom of any
trade or calling and evidence is inadmissible of any such custom.

No express reference

Apart from other provisions dealing general1y with criminal
responsibility, for example those in Chapter V of the Queensland
Crininal- Code, all the State and Teritory legislation expressly
requíres that the bribe be sought, given or received "corruptly".
Except in the Tasmanian legislation, it is expressly provided
that custon is not a defence, v¡hich plainly enough bears upon the
meaning of "corruptly" in the legislation and renders it
difficult to conclude that no offence is committed nerely because
the accused believes that the action taken is permissible.

Victorian decísions deal with the interpretation of
"corruptly".57 After considering earlier authorities and the
history of the legislation as well as internal indicía, it has
been concluded that the legislation's concern is not with the
honesty of the underlying motive but with the intended result of
the benefit, whatever the reason.
Two modern

Every legal subject needs its anomalies to maintain the popular
image of the law as an ass, and it is possible to find an example

in this topic.

Attorney-GeneraT of Hong Kong v Ip Chiu,58 ttto policemen were
charged under the ttong Kong Prevention of Bribery Ordinances with
accepting an advantage on account of abstaining from performing

Ín

in their capacity as public servants. Shortly stated, they

had
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dollars from a suspect with a past history
of druq offences in return for not beating him up or planting
evidence on him. The Privy Council held that they were not
guilty, on the basis that the test was whether they could just as
èteecti.rely have obtaÍned the bribe if they had not been police
officers, and that beating or planting evidence on a suspect is a
course available to a civilian as weII as a nember of the police
accepted two thousand

force.

And that seems as good
discussion Lo a close.

a point as any at which to bring this
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